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Combining Low-, High-Level and Empirical
Domain Knowledge for Automated Segmentation of

Ultrasonic Breast Lesions
Anant Madabhushi* and Dimitris N. Metaxas

Abstract—Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed
malignancy and the second leading cause of mortality in women
[45]–[48]. In the last decade, ultrasound along with digital
mammography has come to be regarded as the gold standard for
breast cancer diagnosis [9], [10], [40]. Automatically detecting
tumors and extracting lesion boundaries in ultrasound images is
difficult due to their specular nature and the variance in shape
and appearance of sonographic lesions. Past work on automated
ultrasonic breast lesion segmentation has not addressed important
issues such as shadowing artifacts or dealing with similar tumor
like structures in the sonogram. Algorithms that claim to automat-
ically classify ultrasonic breast lesions, rely on manual delineation
of the tumor boundaries. In this paper, we present a novel tech-
nique to automatically find lesion margins in ultrasound images,
by combining intensity and texture with empirical domain specific
knowledge along with directional gradient and a deformable
shape-based model. The images are first filtered to remove speckle
noise and then contrast enhanced to emphasize the tumor regions.
For the first time, a mathematical formulation of the empirical
rules used by radiologists in detecting ultrasonic breast lesions,
popularly known as the “Stavros Criteria” is presented in this
paper. We have applied this formulation to automatically deter-
mine a seed point within the image. Probabilistic classification
of image pixels based on intensity and texture is followed by
region growing using the automatically determined seed point
to obtain an initial segmentation of the lesion. Boundary points
are found on the directional gradient of the image. Outliers are
removed by a process of recursive refinement. These boundary
points are then supplied as an initial estimate to a deformable
model. Incorporating empirical domain specific knowledge along
with low and high-level knowledge makes it possible to avoid
shadowing artifacts and lowers the chance of confusing similar
tumor like structures for the lesion. The system was validated on
a database of breast sonograms for 42 patients. The average mean
boundary error between manual and automated segmentation
was 6.6 pixels and the normalized true positive area overlap was
75.1%. The algorithm was found to be robust to 1) variations
in system parameters, 2) number of training samples used, and
3) the position of the seed point within the tumor. Running time
for segmenting a single sonogram was 18 s on a 1.8-GHz Pentium
machine.

Index Terms—Automatic segmentation, boundary, breast,
deformable model, directional gradient, intensity, medical, seed
point, texture, tumor, ultrasound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

BREAST cancer is the one of the leading causes of death
in women. Between 10%–30% of women who have

breast cancer and undergo mammography have negative mam-
mograms. In about two-thirds of these cases, the radiologist
failed to detect the cancer that was evident retrospectively.
Such misses have been attributed to the subtle nature of the
visual findings, poor image quality, fatigue, or oversight by the
radiologist.

Mammography is the most effective method for early
detection of breast cancer, and periodic screening of asymp-
tomatic women reduces the mortality rate [15], [40], [45]–[47].
Typically, the first step in breast cancer detection is screening
mammography. This is a low-dose X-ray examination on
asymptomatic women. Diagnostic mammography is an X-ray
examination done to evaluate a breast complaint or to inves-
tigate an abnormality found during a physical examination or
during screening mammography. Breast ultrasound is some-
times used to evaluate breast abnormalities that are found at
screening mammography, diagnostic mammography or on a
physical exam [15], [40], [45]. Breast ultrasound is also used
for screening women with dense breasts as this is difficult to
do using routine mammography. If something suspicious is
found on the ultrasound, the patient is referred to for a surgical
biopsy or core needle biopsy. Ultrasound can diagnose cysts
with an accuracy approaching 100% and, hence, could reduce
the potential number of unnecessary biopsies. On an average,
less than 30% of the masses referred for surgical breast biopsy
are actually malignant [9], [10], [15], [45].

Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) refers to the use of com-
puters in helping doctors recognize abnormal areas in a medical
image. One goal of CAD is to increase the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of breast cancer screening by using the computer as
a second reader [1], [2]. Considering the traumatic nature and
cost of biopsy, it is desirable to develop computer-based tech-
niques to distinguish accurately between cysts and malignant
tumors. However, on account of the extremely noisy nature of
ultrasound images, CAD work with this modality has been lim-
ited. The specular nature of sonograms makes image segmenta-
tion and object delineation a formidable task. Further, the pres-
ence of tumor like structures in the image, e.g., glandular tissue,
coopers ligaments, and subcutaneous fat [15] makes it difficult
to automatically determine the lesion area using conventional
image processing and computer vision techniques alone. Hence,
most of the breast cancer related CAD work has been done on
digital or digitized mammograms [3], [5]–[7], [14], [41]. Dig-
ital mammograms are acquired on a digital X-ray machine and a
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digitized mammogram is obtained by digitizing an analog X-ray
film.

In this paper, we present a completely automated scheme
to extract lesion boundaries by incorporating empirical domain
knowledge that is used by radiologists to find tumors [9], [10],
[15], [46]–[48] along with low-level image features such as tex-
ture, intensity and directional gradient and a deformable shape-
based model. This paper is an extension of preliminary work
[26]. Our methodology is novel in the following ways.

1) Unlike the systems described in [27], [38], [42], and [43],
our system is completely and truly automatic and requires
no human intervention. Our hybrid segmentation method
combines empirical domain specific knowledge with low-
level features such as intensity, texture and directional
gradient, and a high-level (i.e., deformable) shape model.

2) By applying empirical rules used by radiologists based on
intensity, texture, and spatial position, we are able to auto-
matically determine a seed point within the tumor region.
Further, by imposing feature and spatial constraints we
are able to deal with shadowing artifacts and false posi-
tives (FPs) such as subcutaneous fat and glandular tissue.

3) By incorporating a module which removes local maxima,
the initial estimate to the high-level model is very close to
the true boundary. This further helps to avoid including
the shadowing region as part of the tumor area. No
manual initialization of the contour is required for the
deformable model. Unlike other physics-based models
[23], [25], [20], we use the directional gradient of the
image as the stopping criterion, as opposed to just the
gradient magnitude.

4) The system is robust to changes in the: 1) values of system
parameters; 2) to the number of training samples used;
and 3) to the precise location of the seed point, assuming
it lies within the lesion area.

The system was validated on a database of sonographic breast
images obtained from 42 different patients. Of the 42 images
in the database, 21 were used for training the texture and inten-
sity classifier. All 42 images were used during the testing phase.
The results obtained were in close agreement with the results
obtained from manual segmentation. Further, the segmentation
results for those sonograms in the database which were not a
part of the training set were similar to the corresponding results
for the training images. Also, the system did not show any sig-
nificantly improved performance by increasing the number of
training samples.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections II and
III, we discuss previous related literature and our motivation in
developing this system. In Sections IV and V, we describe the
various steps involved in our hybrid segmentation system. In
Section VI, we present the system overview. In Section VII,
we present our results (both quantitative and qualitative) and
in Section VIII, we describe the sensitivity analysis that we
performed to evaluate the robustness of the system. Finally in
Section IX we present our conclusions and directions for future
work.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Several papers have discussed automatic segmentation of
known anatomic structures from medical images. Many of

Fig. 1. Three manually segmented tumors from our database of varying shape
and size.

these algorithms rely ona priori shape information of the organ
or structure of interest to segment it out [28], [30]. In [29],
a priori shape information was used to segment ventricular
structures in echocardiograms. The problem of segmenting
ultrasonic breast lesions using these methods is the variance
of their shape and the fact that often lesion margins are poorly
defined. Fig. 1 shows three different ultrasonic breast lesions
that were manually extracted. As can be seen, the shapes and
sizes differ greatly.

Region-based methods, e.g., fuzzy connectedness [22], use
some homogeneity statistics coupled with low-level image fea-
tures like intensity, texture, histograms, and gradient to assign
pixels to objects. If two pixels are similar in value and connected
to each other in some sense, they are assigned to the same ob-
ject. These approaches, however, do not consider any shape in-
formation. The problem of applying these techniques to finding
ultrasonic breast lesions is that they cannot deal with shadowing
artifacts. Posterior acoustic shadowing is a common artifact in
ultrasound images [9], [15]. It appears as a dark area below the
tumor. Pixels within this area have an intensity and texture sim-
ilar to points within the tumor region and, consequently, will be
classified as belonging to the lesion.

Some researchers have proposed hybrid segmentation
techniques [19], [20]. These approaches seek to exploit the
local neighborhood information of region-based techniques,
and the shape and higher level information of boundary-based
techniques. However, without manual intervention these hybrid
techniques cannot distinguish other structures in the sonogram,
e.g. subcutaneous fat, coopers ligaments, and glandular tissue,
from the true lesion [15].

Techniques have been proposed to automatically classify ul-
trasonic breast lesions as benign or malignant [12], [13], [16],
[38], [46]–[48] but, most of these approaches rely on manual
segmentation. Currently, ultrasonic breast lesions are manually
delineated by an expert radiologist after the scan has been per-
formed. This approach, however, is both time consuming and
laborious.

Consequently, in the last few years automated ultrasonic
lesion segmentation schemes have been proposed [27], [38],
[42]–[44], [49]. In [27], the authors describe a technique that
uses a combination of the maximuma posterioriand Markov
random field (MRF) methods to estimate ultrasound field
distortions and label image regions based on the corrected
intensity statistics. This was applied to segmenting lesions
in ultrasonic breast images. However, the imaging model
breaks down in the presence of shadowing artifacts. Further,
the authors themselves confess that they cannot guarantee
that the final segmentation will correctly delineate the object
of interest. In [38], the authors propose automated extraction
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and classification of ultrasonic breast lesions using fuzzy
reasoning. All the pixels in the image are initially classified as
normal, tumor or boundary using a LOG filter; subsequently
three types of images corresponding to the grade of the pixel
are generated. The extracted tumor region is then classified
as malignant or benign. They do not consider the problem of
speckle noise, shadowing artifacts or explain how or if they are
able to avoid extracting tumor like structures such as glandular
and fatty tissue in the image. Horschet al. [42] are able to
overcome the problem of including subcutaneous fat in the
final segmentation by manually cropping the upper portion of
the image. Their automatic segmentation technique requires
manual identification of the lesion center. The methodology is
based on maximizing a utility function over partition margins
defined through gray-value thresholding of a preprocessed
image. The problem of shadowing, however, is not discussed.
The problem is not dealt with in [43] either. This automated
technique [43] which uses level-dependent summation, requires
manual identification of the region of interest (ROI) containing
the lesion. Thresholding is then applied to classify pixels
within the region into background and tumor. In [44], the
authors introduce a novel breast segmentation technique for
three-dimensional ultrasound images. Like [27] the algorithm
uses MRF to segment out lesion pixels. By working in three
dimensions, the authors assert that they are able to reduce the
influence of speckle noise. However, the algorithm identifies
the lesion, shadowing and surrounding subcutaneous fat as
belonging to one class. The work most similar to our own, is
the system presented by Boukerrouiet al. in [49]. The authors
propose an adaptive K-means clustering of the gray scale and
textural feature images. The algorithm uses intensity, a spatial
constraint and textural features to perform the segmentation.
Unlike our methodology though, no shape or empirical domain
specific knowledge is used. The final segmentation seems to be
dependent on the value of the system parameters and need to be
experimentally determined for each image. Further, the authors
confess that the system has not been tested on a representative
database.

In this paper, we present a completely automated system
to detect ultrasonic breast lesions. Our technique requires no
manual intervention. By mathematically formulating radio-
graphic rules and combining it with low and high-level image
features, we are able to avoid including glandular tissue and
subcutaneous fat and shadowing as part of the lesion area.
Further, we have tested the efficacy of the system on a database
of 42 images and validated the results against those of an
expert. Unlike previous related work in breast cancer detection,
we performed a sensitivity analysis to test the robustness of the
system. The system was found to be robust to 1) changes the
values of system parameters; 2) the number of training samples
used; and 3) to the precise location of the seed point, assuming
it lies within the lesion area. Also, for an individual sonogram,
the segmentation and delineation process took only 18 s on a
1.8-GHz machine.

III. M OTIVATION

In [9], Stavroset al. discuss 18 different sonographic fea-
tures to distinguish benign and malignant lesions. Similarly, the
authors in [10] and [15] list spiculation, angular margins, hypo-

echogenicity, shadowing and internal echoes as useful discrimi-
nating features to distinguish between benign and cancerous le-
sions. The motivation of this paper was not so much classifying
ultrasonic lesions, as detecting suspicious regions within the
breast sonogram. We believe that a prerequisite to classifying
the lesions is to first segment out the lesion area. In [10], Argeret
al. state that across six readers of breast sonograms, they found
that spiculation and shape features had the highest specificity
and sensitivity. In order to automatically compute these features,
a very explicit segmentation of the lesion contour is required.
However, the techniques described in [27], [38], [42]–[44], and
[49] cannot explicitly extract the lesion boundary, since they do
not explicitly deal with the presence of shadowing, glandular
tissue, and subcutaneous fat. The motivation for this paper was
to be able to accurately extract the suspicious lesion boundary in
the sonogram. At the same time, we wanted to exclude the shad-
owing and surrounding glandular and fatty tissue. While shad-
owing in itself is an important discriminating feature, it needs
to be segmented out in order to first assess spicularity and an-
gularity of the tumor margins.

In our study, we focussed on detecting masses which could
either be benign cysts or malignant tumors. Toward this end,
we concentrated on three different sonographic features in
order to help us distinguish the masses from glandular and fatty
tissue and posterior acoustic shadowing. We used the spatial
distribution of the various anatomic structures within the breast,
echogenicity of the lesion, and its internal echo pattern, as our
three discriminating sonographic features.

With the ultrasound transducer placed on the ROI, the lesion
appears roughly in the middle of the image. The skin appears as
a bright linear echo near the top of the image. Subcutaneous fat
typically appears just below the skin region. Coopers ligaments
appear as septum-like or tent-like structures that arise from the
surface of the breast parenchyma. The glandular region is sep-
arated from the subcutaneous fat by the superficial fascia. The
ribs appear in the lower most part of the image and are associated
with dense posterior acoustic shadowing [15]. Internal echo pat-
tern refers to thetextureor arrangement of echoes within a focal
sonographic lesion. A nonhomogeneous arrangement with few
echoes, or even more, is suspicious for malignancy. A homo-
geneous internal echo pattern is more characteristic of subcuta-
neous fat. The echogenicity of a focal lesion is assessed in rela-
tion to the echo characteristics of adjacent tissues. The various
grades of echogenicity are stated in reference to known struc-
tures, i.e., fat and glandular tissue. If a focal lesion appears less
echogenic than fat, it is described as “almost anechoic.” Such
a lesion would appear darker than the surrounding fatty tissue.
A “hypoechoic” focal lesion is less echogenic than glandular
structures but more echogenic than fat (i.e., it appears darker
than the glandular tissue but lighter than the fatty tissue). “Iso-
echoic” closely approximates the echogenicity of the glandular
structures, while “hyperechoic” is used when the focal lesions
appear brighter than the surrounding glandula tissue. Stavros
et al. [9] characterized malignant lesions are being “markedly
hypoechoic,” i.e., nodules which are very black compared with
the surrounding isoechoic fat. Similarly, Leucth [15] stated that
“anechoic” is the hallmark of a cyst. Hence, both cysts and ma-
lignant lesion appear darker than glandular tissue or fat which
are usually either isoechoic or hyperechoic. Subcutaneous fat,
on the other hand, is usually hypoechoic.
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For the first time,1 an attempt has been made to mathemat-
ically formalize the afore-mentioned radiological characteris-
tics or what are popularly known as theStavros Criteriain
this paper. Combining this with low-level image features and a
high-level shape model, we are able to automatically segment
ultrasonic breast lesions with no manual intervention. Incor-
porating these empirical rules in a hybrid segmentation frame-
work helps us to avoid the shortcomings of past work [27], [38],
[42]–[44], [49].

IV. L OW–LEVEL MODEL

In this section, we describe the various steps comprising the
low-level image processing module. In Section IV-A, we de-
scribe the steps involved in enhancing the quality of the sono-
grams. In Section IV-B, we describe the intensity and texture
classifier. Our quantitative mathematical model of the empirical
rules that we use to automatically find the seed point within the
tumor region, is described in Section IV-C. The region growing
operation is described in Section IV-D. We describe the com-
putation of the directional derivative in Section IV-E. The steps
involved in finding the boundary points and outlier removal are
described in Sections IV-F and IV-G, respectively.

A. Image Enhancement

The use of ultrasound imaging has become an important
diagnostic tool in breast cancer detection. Segmentation is a
fundamental process which is a prerequisite for higher level
image analysis [18]. However, on account of the high amount of
speckle in sonograms and the poor image-contrast CAD-related
work in breast cancer screening has been limited to digital
mammograms. In this section, we discuss the techniques we
use to remove speckle in the ultrasound image and to enhance
the contrast of the lesion area.

1) Removing Speckle:Speckle is a particular kind of noise
which affects ultrasound images, and can significantly reduce
their quality and diagnostic usefulness. Several papers have dis-
cussed the statistics of speckle in ultrasound images and means
of eliminating it [31]–[33], [36]. In [31], Guo discussed an adja-
cency graph method to merge neighboring regions into larger re-
gions and then applying an averaging filter to each region. Other
filters such as anisotropic diffusion filter [32], infinite impulse
response Gaussian filter [33] and the median filter [36] have
also been applied to sonographic images to remove speckle. In
our implementation, we use a second-order Butterworth filter.
We modified the filter described in [4] for the two-dimensional
(2-D) case.

One advantage of using this recursive, smoothing filter is
its low computational complexity. For kernel-based methods
such as un-sharp masking, and adaptive enhancement using
local statistics, the computational times depend on the size.
Hence, for a 5 5 kernel, 25 additions are required for a simple
averaging operation. More importantly, however, Butterworth
smoothing of the original image does not lead to an extensive
loss of image details. The degree of enhancement can be
adjusted simply by changing the coefficients of the low-pass
filter. This makes the enhancement procedure very flexible.
Further, this filter can be easily extended to multiple dimensions
without significant increase in computational complexity. The

1Protected by United States Patent, provisional filing number: 60 433 028.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. (a) Original image. (b) Butterworth-filtered image. (c) Contrast-
enhanced output image.

output of the low-pass filter for the 2-D case is computed using
the following equations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

In (1)–(3), is the input image where are the row
and column positions of the pixels, is the output of the
low-pass filter and and are the results of the in-
termediate steps. The coefficientis proportional to the cut-off
frequency, and controls the magnitude of the filter. The value
of is in the range of 0.1–1. We varied the values ofand
and tested the corresponding filters on a set of 21 training im-
ages that had been randomly selected from our database. The
values for and were decided on after visually inspecting
the different filtered outputs. We selected those values ofand

which resulted in least loss of image detail, while at the same
time suppressing speckle. The same set of values were then used
for all subsequent testing.

2) Enhancing Contrast:The purpose of image enhancement
is to adjust the display contrast and increase the edge sharp-
ness of objects in the ROI [18]. As mentioned in Section III,
malignant tumors and benign cysts are typically anechoic or
markedly hypoechoic, i.e., they constitute the darker parts of
the image [9], [10], [15]. This is different from digital mam-
mography where tumors and microcalcifications are typically
the brighter regions in the image [3], [5]–[7], [14], [41].
is first scaled to the original image intensity range (0–255) and
then histogram equalized to accentuate the suspicious areas and
enhance the boundary between the lesions and the surrounding
regions.

Fig. 2(a) shows the original image. Fig. 2(b) shows the result
of Butterworth filtering. We can see that the speckle noise in 2(a)
has been reduced in 2(b). Fig. 2(c) shows the result of scaling
and equalization to produce the contrast-enhanced image. The
tumor which is in the upper middle portion of the image is barely
visible in 2(a) but is clearly apparent in 2(c). We have drawn an
arrow in 2(c) to show its position. As can be seen, the margins
of the tumor have been enhanced.

We also compared the performance of the Butterworth filter
to other speckle reduction filters such as the median [36] and av-
eraging filters [31]. Fig. 3 shows the result of applying all three
filters on an image in our database. As can be seen, the median
and averaging filter result in more extensive loss of image de-
tails. The Butterworth filter on the other hand is significantly
able to reduce speckle, while at the same time preserving fine
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. (a) Butterworth-filtered image. (b) Median filtered image. (c) Average filtered image.

features. Unlike other low-pass filters, the Butterworth-filtered
image shows no ringing artifacts owing to its smooth transition
between high and low frequencies [18].

B. Lesion Intensity and Texture Classifier

As mentioned in Section III, both intensity and texture have
a high specificity for characterizing breast masses. In the classi-
fier module of our segmentation system, we assign every image
pixel a probability of belonging to a tumor based on its texture
and intensity. Out of a database of 48 images 42 images were
chosen for purposes of training and testing. In six images in
the database, the radiologist was unable to distinguish the lesion
area visually. Hence, these were discarded. Of the 42 images left
in the image database, half were randomly selected for training
the intensity and texture classifier. The lesions were manually
cropped out from these 21 training images and used for gener-
ating the probability distribution functions (pdfs) for intensity
and texture. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the pdf of intensity and tex-
ture computed from the 21 training images.

The texture measure we used was the difference of the inten-
sity of each pixel with the mean of its nearest neighbors. We
felt that the local variance texture feature would be able to ap-
propriately capture the lesion’s internal echo pattern

(4)

In (4), is the local variance of the pixel, is the pixel
intensity, and refers to the intensity of the nearest
neighbors of .

During the testing phase every pixel in the input image is as-
signed a probability of belonging to a tumor. In the first step, the
intensity and texture of the pixel is determined. These values are
then used as an index to retrieve the corresponding probability
values from the precomputed texture and intensity pdfs. We as-
sumed independence of the features [21] and computed the joint
probability as

(5)

where and are the intensity and texture probabilities
for each pixel, and is the joint probability, that the pixel
belongs to a tumor.

Fig. 5(a) shows a sonogram with a large circular cyst in the
lower portion of the image. The scaled probability images based
on intensity and texture are shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) pdf of intensity of tumor pixels. (b) pdf of texture of tumor pixels.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a) Original image. (b) Probability image of intensity. (c) Probability
image of texture. (d) Joint probability image.

As can be seen in the joint probability image Fig. 5(d), most
of the pixels having a high probability of belonging to a lesion
(brighter pixels) have been identified correctly within the cyst.

C. Determining the Seed Point

We automatically determine a seed point within the lesion
area, for the region growing procedure. The region growing is
performed only to obtain an initial coarse segmentation of the
lesion.

Based on the discussion in Section III, we developed a quanti-
tative mathematical formulation to automatically find an initial
seed point within the lesion area. With the ultrasound transducer
placed on the ROI, the lesion usually appears in the middle of
the image. Subcutaneous fat, glandular tissue, and skin typically
appear in the upper portion of the image. In order to ensure that
the seed point was not detected within one of these regions, we
incorporated a distance constraint. Thus, pixels which are lo-
cated toward the center of the image are more likely to belong
to a tumor. Also, the shadowing region appears in the posterior
part of the image [15]. To eliminate points within the shadowing
region that might be mistaken for the true seed point, we incor-
porate spatial information about the potential seed. Thus, po-
tential seeds that occur lower in the image are less likely to be
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tumor pixels than points that appear higher up. As mentioned in
Section III, cysts and malignant tumors are usually “anechoic”
or “markedly hypoechoic,” meaning that they are usually darker
than the surrounding fatty and glandular tissue. Hence, we also
incorporated intensity information of the potential seed point.
Similarly, we also introduced its texture information since fatty
tissue tends to be homogeneous and malignant lesions are usu-
ally nonhomogeneous. In order to not make the decision process
dependent on the value of a single point, we computed the av-
erage intensity and texture probability values for a circular re-
gion around each of the potential seed points.

Let us assume a random set of points
in the image, which contains the seed point, lying

within the ROI. To extract

we compute

(6)

where refers to the joint probability value that be-
longs to a tumor. corresponds to the mean of the
value of pixels in a circular region around pixel . is the
row position of and is the Euclidean distance between
the seed point and the centroid of the image.is computed for
all . The true seed point is selected as thatfor which
is maximum. We formulated (6) based on discussions with radi-
ologists working with breast sonography and the rules they use
to classify breast tumors [9], [10], [15]. This equation is a formal
mathematical representation of the empirical radiographic rules
described in Section III.

D. Region Growing

A region growing operation is performed on the joint proba-
bility image generated in Section IV-B, to get an ROI containing
the tumor region. Region growing has been used to segment ul-
trasound images [34]. However, the seed point was determined
manually. As described in Section IV-C, the seed point is deter-
mined automatically from a random set of points.

Region growing methods have been applied to medical im-
ages for segmentation [22], [34], [35], [39]. These methods em-
ploy global or local thresholding [35] or classify a pixel by com-
parison, based on the homogeneity of local features [22], [39].
These techniques may be less reliable when segmenting ultra-
sonic breast lesions due to the variation of gray-level intensity
found within the image and in the lesion. In our approach, we
perform region growing only on the probability image and not
on the original image. Thus, we are assured that only pixels
having a high likelihood of belonging to the tumor will be seg-
mented out.

While in most cases, the region growing successfully seg-
ments out most of the tumor pixels, the main intent of per-
forming this operation is to obtain a ROI containing the tumor.
Unlike other algorithms [39] which use region growing to ob-
tain the final segmentation, we use it simply to obtain an initial
guess for subsequent processing. The image is first scaled into
the intensity range. Pixels in the vicinity of the seed point are
grouped together based on their value and their connectivity.
is the set containing all the region pixels . At the start of the
region growing operation, only contains the seed pixel . A

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. (a) Original Image. (b) Joint probability image based on intensity and
texture. (c) Binarized result of region growing(I ).

pixel can be included in , if for it satisfies
the following conditions:

if

and (7)

where and are the thresholds for determining the range
of pixel values in the joint probability image to be included in
the region. denotes the square neighborhood around the pixel
under consideration anddenotes the type of connectivity used.
The above operations are repeated until no more pixels satisfy
the stated conditions. When the region growing operation be-
gins, we use instead of in order to not make the op-
eration dependent on the value of a single point. The values of

, , and were decided on empirically. A range of values
for , , and were used to test the output of the system for
the 21 training images. Those values that gave a segmented re-
gion closest to the manually delineated lesion for a majority of
the training images were selected. The same values were then
used for all subsequent testing. More details on how the values
for these parameters were selected are given in Section VI.

Fig. 6(a) depicts the original image. Fig. 6(b) shows the joint
probability image based on texture and intensity and the image
in Fig. 6(c) shows the result from the region growing algorithm.
The area returned by the region-growing algorithm is used
to determine a ROI for finding the boundary points. The ex-
treme pixels of are used to determine the dimensions of the
bounding box. The bounding box dimensions are scaled up by a
factor to ensure that the true tumor region is included within it.

E. Directional Gradient

In this section, we describe the computation of the directional
derivative of the contrast-enhanced imagebased on the seed
point . This is subsequently used for determining
boundary points on the lesion margin. The directional gradient

is given by

where (8)

The spatial partial derivatives and are computed
from the contrast-enhanced imageand the normalized deriva-
tives and are calculated as

(9)

(10)

where and . are matrices having
the same dimensions asand containing the row and column
positions of all the pixels in the image, respectively. At every
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. (a) Original image, (b) Directional gradient of (a). (c) Gradient
magnitude of (a).

pixel in the image, we calculate the gradient magnitude of that
point, as also its direction. By incorporating information about
the gradient direction and starting with a seed point within the
tumor, we are able to capture the lesion boundary better, than by
just using the gradient magnitude of the image.

Fig. 7(a) shows the original image and Fig. 7(b) shows its di-
rectional gradient. The margin of the tumor is more pronounced
than the surrounding tissue in Fig. 7(b). Comparing this image
with Fig. 7(c), the gradient magnitude of the original image, we
find much less structure by comparison.

F. Finding Boundary Points

The result of region growing and the directional gradient
image were obtained in Sections IV-D and IV-E, respectively.
In this section, we describe the techniques we use to find the
boundary points on the lesion margin in and .

To find the edge points on , we scan the image horizontally
and vertically. On each scan we detect two edge points. We do
this by finding the positions of all nonzero pixels on each scan
line and taking the first and last nonzero pixels as the edge points
for that scan line. Boundary points detected from the horizontal
and vertical scans are then combined. Since it is not essential to
obtain every single boundary point we use this approach for its
speed.

To find the edge points on , we draw radial lines out-
ward from the seed point. Boundary points are found as po-
sitions of maximum intensity on these lines. Each radial line
contributes one boundary point. This approach is similar to the
technique described in [36]. However, the authors of [36] man-
ually specified the lesion center, while in our system the seed
point is automatically determined

we find

(11)

where . Fig. 8(a) shows a sketch of how scanning
is performed on to obtain the edge points. The diagram in
Fig. 8(b) shows how edge points are found in.

G. Removing Outliers

On account of inhomogeneities in the tumor region, some
points within it are included as boundary points in. These
points correspond to local maxima and have to be eliminated.
Similarly, shadowing produces some outlier points. Denoting

as the set of boundary points determined from , we
find the distance of every point in , from every point in

we find

(12)

Fig. 8. (a) Obtaining edge points ofI by scanning in two directions.
(b) Obtaining boundary points ofI as maxima on radial lines.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 9. (a) Original image. (b) Boundary points determined from directional
gradient image. (c) Directional gradient of (a). (d) Result of recursive
refinement.

where . A point is considered an outlier if

(13)

where is a predetermined constant, is the Euclidean dis-
tance between the pointand the seed point, and is the mean
over all . Thus, we remove those points in that do not have
a corresponding point in the proximity of any point in . How-
ever, the steps described in (12) and (13) do not remove all the
outliers. To remove the other outliers in , a recursive refine-
ment procedure is performed. The mean of the Euclidean
distance between the boundary points and the seed pointis
computed

(14)

where and is the seed point. Similar to (12), a pixel
is considered as a local maxima, if it lies at a distance greater or
lesser than a factor of the mean (denoted by and ). On
every iteration, is re-computed and points are eliminated. The
iteration stops when

(15)

where is the value of the mean at iterationand is a prede-
termined threshold. The optimal values for and were
determined empirically after trying out a range of values on the
21 training images. We then varied by up to 100% and
by upto 30% of their optimal values. We found that the system
output was robust to these variations (Section VIII-A).

Fig. 9 illustrates the steps involved. Fig. 9(a) shows the
original image. Fig. 9(b) shows the positions of the initial
boundary points superimposed on the original image (bright
pixels). Fig. 9(c) shows the directional gradient image, which
shows that the lower part of the lesion boundary actually lies
above the shadow region. The arrow in Fig. 9(c) shows the
position of the lower boundary of the tumor. As can be seen in
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Fig. 10. System overview.

Fig. 9(b), some of the boundary points are detected incorrectly
in the shadowing region. Still others are detected within the
lesion area. After performing a recursive refinement, the local
maxima in Fig. 9(b) are eliminated. The points converge to
the boundary of the tumor region in Fig. 9(d). No part of the
shadow region has been included as belonging to the tumor.
This result is remarkable considering that visually it is difficult
to detect the lower boundary of the tumor. Convergence is
determined as having occurred when the value ofis less than

pixels.

V. HIGH–LEVEL MODEL

Deformable models such as snakes, active contours and de-
formable superquadrics have become popular tools in image
segmentation [23]–[25], [53]. Of late, they have become impor-
tant in the medical imaging field as well [17], [52], [54]. In these
boundary-based methods, a shape model is initialized close to
the object boundary. Image features are then used to fit the
model to the boundary. To avoid local minima, most boundary-
based methods require that the model be initialized near the so-
lution and be controlled via an interactive user interface.

Active contour models have been applied to medical ultra-
sound images before [8], [29], [37]. However, in all these tech-
niques, an initial guess of the boundary or surface [37] must be
provided manually and placed close to the true contour. In our
methodology, we used the boundary points automatically de-
tected in Section IV-G for the initial contour. Hence, we were
able to avoid manual intervention.

We use a modified version of the physics-based deformable
model in [20]. The reference shape is the set of nodes corre-
sponding to the boundary points computed in Section IV-G.
Given this reference shape, and the displacement(local de-
formation), the position of pointson the model is described by

(16)

To keep the continuity of the model surface, a continuous loaded
membrane deformation strain energy is imposed on the model.
The model nodes move under the influence of external forces.
The model dynamics are described by the first-order Lagrangian
method

(17)

where refers to the stiffness matrix of the model based on
the strain energy, is a vector in which the parameters used
to describe and are concatenated, andrefers to the ex-
ternal forces. The deformable model initialized to the boundary
points from the refinement module, moves under the influence
of . The external forces we use in our method are the balloon
forces proposed by Cohen, [24]. The snake is attracted to con-
tours with large image gradients, i.e., strong edges. However,
when an image has a complex background, such as in sono-
graphic images, the snake gets confused. Hence, finding the true
object boundary from the gradient magnitude alone is not easy.
Instead of using just the gradient magnitude as in [23] and [25],
the balloon forces operate on the directional gradient of the
contrast-enhanced image. Once the model reaches the estimated
boundary, the associated nodes stop deforming. Nodal defor-
mations are computed using finite elements. When most of the
nodal points stop moving, the model stops deforming.

VI. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We obtained a database of 48 images inquicktimemovie
format from the Department of Radiology, Hospital at the
University of Pennsylvania. These were converted to individual
JPEG images usingmovieconverteron a Silicon Graphics
machine. Out of a database of 48 images, 42 images were
chosen for purposes of training and testing. We selected only
those sonograms from the database in which the lesion could be
manually identified by a trained radiologist. In the remaining
six images, the expert radiologist was unable to distinguish the
lesion area visually and, hence, these were discarded. Of the 42
images left in the image database, half were randomly selected
for training the intensity and texture classifier. The suspicious
masses were identified and then manually delineated by a
trained radiologist. The manually identified lesions were then
cropped out from these 21 training images. This was done using
PHOTOSHOP. The cropped lesions were used for generating
the pdfs for intensity and texture. The system was built using
IDL 6.0 and tested on a database of 42 images. These 42
images included the 21 images that had been used for training.
The images in the database contained cysts and lesions, both
benign and malignant. Running time to extract the boundary of
a single image was 18 s on a 1.8-GHz Pentium processor.

For detecting the boundary points in the gradient image,
we sampled the radial lines at intervals of . For the
Butterworth filter, we found that values of and

and, as described in [4], gave us the best results.
We used for the number of neighboring pixels in the
texture computation module. We set and as 1 and 0.5,
respectively, for the region growing operation. However, since
this operation is only performed to get an approximate ROI
containing the tumor region, the exact values ofand are
not that important. For scaling the result of region growing we
used . The values for the free parameters, , and
were decided upon empirically after varying their values and
testing them on the training database of 21 images.

The flowchart in Fig. 10 gives an overview of the different
modules and the sequence flow.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 11. (a) Original image. (b) Contrast-enhanced version. (c) Detected boundary points. (d) Output of deformable model.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 12. (a) Original image. (b) Contrast-enhanced version. (c) Detected boundary points. (d) Output of deformable model.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 13. (a) Original image. (b) Contrast-enhanced version. (c) Detected boundary points. (d) Output of deformable model.

VII. RESULTS

We tested our algorithm on a database of 48 images. To vali-
date our results, we had a radiologist manually delineate lesions
in the images in our database. In six cases, the radiologist was
unable to establish the ground truth, due to poor image quality.
Hence, we only retained 42 images and discarded the other six.
Of the 42 images for which we were able to obtain ground truths,
our system produced results which showed very good agreement
with the delineations of the expert. We did not, however, know
whether the segmented lesions were benign or malignant.

A. Qualitative Results

Figs. 11–13, show the segmentation results of our system on
three different ultrasound images. We display these particular
results here to demonstrate that our algorithm produced accurate
segmentations for tumors of varying sizes and shapes and with
poorly defined boundaries. Also, we show that we are able to
accurately extract lesions margins in images of very low image
quality and containing large amounts of speckle noise. For each
row of images, (a) is the original input image, (b) is the con-
trast-enhanced version of (a), (c) is a binary image showing the
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position of the boundary points and supplied as an initial esti-
mate to the deformable model, and (d) is the final output of the
deformable model. Fig. 11(a) shows a small tumor. It is difficult
to visually determine the boundary of this lesion in Fig. 11(a).
In spite of the large amount of speckle, our system was able
to accurately find the boundary points of the lesion. The de-
formable model using the initial estimate in Fig. 11(c) captured
the true contour of the tumor in Fig. 11(d). In Fig. 12(c), our
algorithm was able to detect most of the boundary points on a
much larger tumor. Using these points as the initial nodes, the
deformable model accurately captured the margin of the lesion
in Fig. 12(d). The algorithm successfully avoided including the
vertical dark lines on either side of the tumor, corresponding
to posterior acoustic shadowing. Fig. 13(a) shows a tumor with
poorly defined margins. We were able to get an accurate seg-
mentation in spite of the poor definition of the boundary. We
were able to avoid potential outliers in the lower corners of the
image and to the right of the tumor. The results displayed above,
show that our system was able to accurately segment out lesions
of different shapes and sizes. The algorithm was able to discrim-
inate the lesion area from the shadowing and the glandular and
fatty tissue.

B. Quantitative Results

Chalana and Kim [8] and Warfieldet al. [50] have dis-
cussed the lack of a definitive gold standard for comparing
automated segmentation techniques. They state that segmen-
tations obtained from expert observers cannot be considered
as gold standard because they may suffer from observer bias
and interobserver and intraobserver variability. To generate
a gold-standard boundary, they propose a method to average
multiple expert observers’ outlines. Chalana and Kim [8]
compare the computer-generated boundaries with that of
multiple expert observers’ boundaries to check whether the
computer-generated boundaries differ from the manually out-
lined boundaries as much as the manually outlined boundaries
differ from one another. The authors also state that quanti-
fying intraobserver variability is not as simple as evaluating
interobserver variability. They, however, suggest that statistical
models could be devised to study observer bias on individual
images. Warfieldet al. [50] proposed a method for computing
a maximum likelihood estimate of the “ground truth” from a
group of expert segmentations, and a simultaneous measure of
the quality of each expert. Argeret al. in [10] compared the
specificity, sensitivity and accuracy of six different sonographic
features used by three different readers in distinguishing
between benign and malignant breast masses. The standard
deviation in the percentage of sensitivity and accuracy ranged
from between 5%–20%, clearly showing the wide range of
interreader variability.

To evaluate the accuracy of our segmentation scheme, we
quantitatively compared the automated results with the manual
delineations produced by one expert radiologist. We would have
liked to compare the results of our automated segmentation tech-
nique with the delineations of multiple experts. However, in the
absence of more trained radiologists, we used the delineations
of the single expert as the gold standard.

In [8] and [11], Chalana and Kim also discuss the lack of
a well-defined metric to compare the computer-generated seg-
mentation results to the segmentation results produced by expert
observers. Some researchers have focussed primarily on finding
the overlap of edges to determine the efficacy of the automated
segmentation scheme [11]. Others have compared the actual de-
lineated areas [51]. However, the delineations by two observers
may be very different and yet could result in the same area esti-
mates. Further, a manually delineated boundary will be subject
to the observers biases. Usually, the parameters derived either
from the boundary or the enclosed area are application depen-
dent, and often the accuracy of measuring these parameters is
the functional goal of image segmentation. In our particular ap-
plication, we seek to accurately extract the lesion boundary, in
order to evaluate it in terms spicularity and angularity. Hence,
we consider two boundary-based error metrics to compare the
automated and manual delineations of the lesion contour. Also,
we wish to exclude shadowing and fatty and glandular tissue as
being included as part of the lesion. Toward this end, it is useful
to compare the areas enclosed by the automated and manual
delineations. This could help indicate how much of nonlesion
structures are being included in the final segmentation. Hence,
we compare both the area and the boundary metrics for the man-
ually delineated ground truths with the computer-aided breast
tumor delineation.

1) Boundary Error Metrics: In analyzing the differing
estimates of the tumor boundary, we used two error met-
rics [8], [11]. The two boundary error metrics used in our
study were the Hausdorff distance and the mean absolute
distance. We denote the manually delineated boundary as

and the computer-aided segmenta-
tion result as , where each element of

or is a point on the corresponding contour. We find the
distance of every point in from all points in . We define
the distance to the closest point for to the contour as

we find

(18)

where is the 2-D Euclidean distance between any two
points. The Hausdorff distance is defined as the maximum

over all . The mean absolute distance is the average
of over all . While the Hausdorff distance measures
the worst possible disagreement between the two outlines, the
mean absolute distance estimates the disagreement averaged
over the two contours. If the Hausdorff error (HE) is found to be
larger than the average mean error (ME), it shows that there are
some outlier points on the automatically segmented boundary.

Other metrics have also been defined for measuring distances
between boundaries [8]. Chalana and Kim discuss the root mean
squared radial distance between boundaries. A common cen-
troid needs to be first specified for the boundaries. The inter-
section of radial lines drawn outward from the center of the two
curves, define the corresponding point. The metric is the root
mean square distance between all such points. This approach,
however, fails for complex boundaries.

Table I lists the average HE and mean distance errors (MEs)
between the positions of the boundary pixels detected by our au-
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TABLE I
BOUNDARY ERRORS FOR� = 0:6 AND � = 1:4

Fig. 14. Areas corresponding to FP, TP, and FN.

TABLE II
ERRORS INSEGMENTEDAREA FOR� = 0:6 AND � = 1:45

tomated system and the manual delineations of a trained radiol-
ogist for and . The average Haussdorf
error for the database of 42 images was found to be 19.727
pixels and the average mean error was only 6.6 pixels. The cor-
responding normalized errors were computed by dividing HE
and ME by the number of boundary pixels as determined in the
manual segmentation. These were found to be 6.6% and 2.26%,
respectively. The tabulated results clearly indicate good corre-
lation between the automated and manual segmentation results.

2) Area Error Metrics: For measuring the accuracy of their
system, Udupaet al. used three different error measures [51].
These were false negative (FN) volume fraction, FP volume
fraction, and true-positive (TP) volume fraction. We used a vari-
ation of these three metrics to find the difference in estimates
between the manual and automatically delineated areas. We de-
fined the FP, FN, and TP areas as

(19)

(20)

(21)

where refers to the area of the tumor as determined by
manual segmentation and is the area of the lesion determined
by our algorithm. Fig. 14 shows the areas corresponding to FP,
FN, and TP. In Table II, we list the mean of the error in area for
all the images in our dataset. The average percentage of normal
pixels which were classified as tumor was 20.86% while the per-
centage of tumor pixels that were not detected by the algorithm
was 24.9%. The average TP percentage was 75.1%. All but two
of the images in our database had a TP percentage over 50%.
In fact, the mean TP percentage of the best 40 images in our
database was 78%. The two images that we ignored while com-
puting this statistic, actually belonged to the training dataset.

TABLE III
BOUNDARY ERRORS FORVARIATIONS IN � WITH � = 1:4

TABLE IV
BOUNDARY ERRORS FORVARIATIONS IN � WITH � = 0:6

VIII. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A segmentation algorithm can only be called robust, if its per-
formance is almost insensitive to variation of its parameters.
Sensitivity analysis is an important component in the evalua-
tion of the overall performance of a segmentation system [32],
[51]. Udupaet al. [51] mention three different factors for eval-
uating segmentation methods, precision (reproducibility), accu-
racy and efficiency. In this section, we describe the evaluation
of the precision of our automated segmentation system.

As mentioned in Section IV-G, outliers are eliminated from
the set of boundary points by using distance thresholds
and . Hence, by changing the values of these two parame-
ters, points would be closer or farther from the seed point. Con-
sequently, the set of points supplied to the deformable model
would change and result in a different segmentation. To find out
just how different the final segmentation result would be, we
varied and and computed the resulting HE and MEs.

The intensity and texture classifier module was trained on a
set of 21 images. These were selected from the original data-
base of 42 breast sonograms. The training module assigned indi-
vidual image pixels probabilities of belonging to a tumor based
on their texture and intensity values. The 21 training images
were chosen randomly from the database in order to not bias
the system performance. To investigate whether the 21 images
constituted a representative database for classification, we ex-
panded the training set by incorporating 11 more images. The
segmentation results obtained using this larger training set were
compared with those obtained using the original training set of
21 images. This was done to evaluate system sensitivity to the
number of training samples.

Correctly determining the seed point within the lesion area
is a prerequisite to getting an accurate segmentation. However,
since the system selects the seed from a random set of points in
the image, the seed point position changes every time the pro-
gram is run. To determine how the precise location of the seed
point would affect the final segmentation, we varied its position
within the lesion area and computed the resulting Hausdorff dis-
tance (HE) and the average mean distance errors (MEs).
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TABLE V
STANDARD DEVIATION IN ERRORSWITH VARIATION OF � AND �

A. Variation in and

We varied the value of by upto 100% and by up
to 30% and computed the corresponding HE and average MEs.
Tables III and IV list the boundary errors for variation in
and .

The standard deviation in error for the average Haussdorf
(HE) and mean distance (ME) by varying was 1.253 and
0.876 pixels, respectively (Table V). Similarly, the standard de-
viation in error for the two distance metrics obtained by varying

was 0.5952 and 0.5248 pixels, respectively. The small stan-
dard deviations show that the system is robust to variations in the
distance thresholds used for removing outliers.

B. Effect of Number of Training Samples

We started with a database of 48 breast sonograms. In six of
these images the radiologist was unable to identify the lesion
site. Of the remaining 42 images left in the database, we used
half, i.e., 21 for training. The system performance using these
21 training images have been listed in Tables I and II. To inves-
tigate whether segmentation performance would be enhanced
by increasing the number of training samples, we also trained
the system on 32 training images, i.e., three-fourths of the data-
base. The resulting errors in area and boundary position have
been listed in Tables VI and VII.

Comparing the results in Tables I and II with those in
Tables VI and VII we notice that the average area and boundary
errors for the entire dataset of 42 images had decreased slightly
by increasing the number of training samples to 32. For the
same values of and , the average Haussdorf and mean
boundary error over the entire database was reduced by 1.4
and 1.08 pixels, respectively. The average TP area percentage
increased by 1.02% by expanding the training set. To determine
whether these changes were statistically significant over the
entire database, we compared the boundary and area errors
using the two different training sets via a paired-test. The
-test was performed under the null hypothesis that there is a

decrease in TP%, FP%, and the Haussdorf and mean boundary
errors using the training set containing 32 images. The hypoth-
esis was rejected at a significance level of indicating
that the decrease was not statistically significant. Thevalues
from the -test are listed in Table VIII. The values for both
the area and error metrics were greater than 0.05 indicating that
the slight increase in performance using the larger training set
was not statistically significant.

We also tried testing the system using a smaller training data-
base (i.e., ten images). We, however, found that system perfor-
mance was significantly worse when using one-fourth of the im-
ages in the database for training.

We also separately analyzed the images in the database that
had not been included in the training dataset. We did this to see
whether these images performed worse than the training images.

TABLE VI
BOUNDARY ERRORSUSING 32 TRAINING SAMPLES WITH � = 0:6

AND � = 1:4

TABLE VII
ERRORS INSEGMENTED AREA USING 32 TRAINING SAMPLES WITH

� = 0:6 AND � = 1:45

TABLE VIII
p VALUES FORPAIRED STUDENT t-TEST ONAREA AND BOUNDARY ERRORS

FOR THETWO TRAINING SETS

TABLE IX
BOUNDARY ERRORS FORTEST IMAGES USING 21 and 32 TRAINING

SAMPLES (� = 0:6 AND � = 1:4)

TABLE X
ERRORS INSEGMENTED AREA FORTEST IMAGES USING 21 & 32 TRAINING

SAMPLES (� = 0:6 AND � = 1:45)

For the first training set containing 21 training images, we com-
puted the area and boundary errors for the remaining 21 of the
42 sonograms in the database. Hence, both the test and training
datasets contained 21 images. For the second training set con-
taining 32 images, the corresponding test dataset contained ten
images . The average boundary and area errors
for the results generated using the training set containing 21 and
32 sonograms, respectively, are listed in Tables IX and X, re-
spectively. For the first training set of 21 images, the average
performance of the 21 test images was actually better than that
of the training sonograms with respect to the boundary error
metrics. In terms of the area error metric, the 21 test images
had a lower FP percentage area than the training images. But,
the training images performed marginally better than the test
images in terms of TP percentage area. For the second dataset
containing 32 training images, the results were similar to those
obtained with the first training set. The average Haussdorf and
mean boundary errors were lower for the ten test images com-
pared with the 32 training images. The average FP percentage
and TP percentage areas for the training images, however, were
better than that for the ten test images.

Based on the above we were able to conclude the following,

1) The training database of 21 images contained enough rep-
resentative images in order to be able to accurately seg-
ment the lesions for the corresponding test images.
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2) Increasing the number of training samples to 32 did not
significantly improve the performance of the system.

3) The test images (entire dataset—training dataset) per-
formed as well as the images in the training dataset. This
was true for both the training datasets.

C. Variation in Position of Seed Point

We varied the seed point position in the horizontal and
vertical directions within the lesion, and computed the corre-
sponding boundary error metrics. The results are tabulated in
Tables XI and XII. Table XI lists the errors in boundary position
by varying the seed point by a horizontal distance and the
corresponding results by varying the seed point by a vertical
displacement are listed in Table XII.

The standard deviation in error for the Haussdorf and mean
average distance by varying was 0.2242 and 0.1636 pixels,
respectively (Table XIII). Similarly, the standard deviation in
error for the two distance metrics obtained by varying was
0.5338 and 0.2342 pixels, respectively. The small standard devi-
ations showed that the system was not dependent on the precise
location of the seed point within the lesion.

IX. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we presented a completely automated seg-
mentation system requiring no human intervention to segment
suspicious areas in sonographic breast images. Previous work in
automatic classification of ultrasonic lesions have used manual
delineation of the ROIs [12], [16], [46]–[48]. Algorithms
claiming to be able to automatically extract ultrasonic breast
lesions have not considered shadowing [27], [42], [43] or have
included it as part of the lesion area [39], [44], [49]. Similarly,
dealing with the presence of similar tumor like structures like
glandular tissue and subcutaneous fat in the image, has not been
addressed [27], [39], [42], [44], [49] or have been manually
removed in order to not segment it as part of the true lesion
[42]. Most of these automated techniques require some sort of
manual intervention, either to specify the lesion center [42] or
then to identify the ROI containing the lesion [43].

By combining empirical domain specific knowledge with
low- and high-level image features, we were able to segment
only the true lesions in the sonogram. Our hybrid segmentation
approach combined the local neighborhood information of
region-based techniques, and the higher level shape informa-
tion of boundary-based techniques. The system is completely
automated requiring absolutely no human intervention. Our
image enhancement module was able to smooth out the speckle
noise in the image and enhance the boundary between the
lesion and the surrounding tissue. Given a random set of points
in the image, we applied empirical rules used by radiologists
for detecting breast tumors, to automatically determine the true
seed point within the lesion. Out of a database of 48 sonograms,
42 were chosen for purposes of training and testing. In the
remaining six images, the radiologist was unable to distinguish
the lesion area visually. Hence, these were discarded. Of the 42
remaining images, half were randomly selected and used for
training. The lesions were manually cropped out from these 21
training images and used for generating the pdfs for intensity

TABLE XI
BOUNDARY ERRORS FORVARIATION IN SEED POINT POSITION (HORIZONTAL

DIRECTION) FOR� = 0:6 AND � = 1:4

TABLE XII
BOUNDARY ERRORS FORVARIATION IN SEED POINT POSITION (VERTICAL

DIRECTION) FOR� = 0:6 AND � = 1:4

TABLE XIII
STANDARD DEVIATION IN ERRORSWITH VARIATION OF �x AND �y

and texture. This training was done off-line and only once. For
new images, the system assigned to individual image pixels a
probability of belonging to a tumor. By incorporating a module
for outlier removal, we were able to supply an accurate initial
estimate of the boundary to the deformable model. Thus, unlike
other physics-based models [8], [29], [37], our system did
not require manual initialization of the contour. Unlike other
deformable models [20], [23], [25], our version operated on
the directional gradient and not just the magnitude, making it
more robust to noise and local maxima. The system produced
accurate segmentations for tumors of varying sizes and shapes
and with poorly defined boundaries. Also, we were able to
accurately extract lesions margins in images of very poor image
quality and containing large amounts of speckle noise.

Udupaet al. [51] proposed three different criteria for eval-
uating the performance of a segmentation method: precision,
accuracy, and efficiency. We evaluated our system in terms of
all three different aspects. No other past related work has con-
sidered all three factors [27], [39], [42]–[44], [49]. In fact, only
Horschet al.[43] and Boukerrouiet al.[49] have attempted any
system evaluation, but no one besides ourselves, has addressed
all three aspects.

Boukerroui et al. [49] evaluated system reproducibility to
variations in the number of classes and the Gibbs parameter.
However, the final segmentation was found to be sensitive to the
value of this parameter. Consequently, it has to be individually
set for each new image. To evaluate the precision of our method-
ology, we varied the values of the system parameters and mea-
sured the resulting performance. We varied the value of by
upto 100% and that of by 30% and found the standard de-
viation of the Haussdorf and average mean distance to be within
1.25 pixels. We also varied the position of the seed point within
the lesion area and computed the corresponding boundary er-
rors. The standard deviation in boundary error was found to be
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within 0.2 pixels for the horizontal displacements and within 0.5
pixels for the vertical displacements in the seed point position
within the tumor region. To find how sensitive the system was
to the number of training samples, we increased the size of the
training set from 21 to 32 sonograms. We used this expanded
training set to segment and delineate lesions for all the sono-
grams in our database, i.e., 42 images. The resulting boundary
and area errors were compared with the measurements obtained
when using only 21 training images. To determine whether the
slight increase in performance observed when using the larger
dataset was statistically significant, we performed a paired-test
on the results obtained using the two different training sets. The
resulting values from the paired-test showed that this in-
crease was not statistically significant. Hence, we were able to
quantitatively demonstrate the robustness of the system to vari-
ations in its parameters.

Horschet al. [43] are the only group, besides us who re-
port quantitative results on system performance. The authors
confess that the system is unable to depict margin details
such as spiculation or irregularity. The authors claim to have
a “fully automatic” segmentation algorithm. However, their
technique requires manually specifying the lesion center. The
authors also consider a “partially automatic” technique, which
besides specifying the lesion center also requires manually
specifying the height and width of the lesion. The authors
were also helped by the fact that the subcutaneous fat in the
images had been manually cropped out. The authors com-
pare results from the two methods with manual segmenta-
tions in terms of area overlap alone. The area overlap (i.e.,
TP area) for the “partial” and “fully” automatic techniques
were 77% and 73%, respectively. The images in our data-
base contained varying degrees of shadowing and subcuta-
neous fat and glandular tissue as well. None of the images
in our database were clipped or cropped to manually exclude
tumor-like structures. Our completely automated segmentation
algorithm, which required specifying absolutely no parameters
gave us a TP percentage of 75.1%. In fact, the top 40 of the
42 images on which we performed testing, gave us a TP per-
centage of 78%. Unlike Horschet al. [43], we compare the
lesions both in terms of area overlap and boundary error dif-
ference. The average HE and MEs for the entire dataset were
6.68% and 2.26%. The 21 images that were not part of the
training dataset gave an average TP area of 74.7% which was
only marginally lower than the average for the entire testing
dataset. The Haussdorf and mean average distance errors for
these 21 test images were 6.58% and 2.11%. These errors
were actually smaller than the average corresponding errors
for the entire test database.

The average running time of the system was only 18 s for
a single image on a 1.8-GHz Pentium processor. The corre-
sponding manual delineation by an expert radiologist on one
image using PHOTOSHOP took between 1 and 2 min. Hence,
our automated segmentation was found to be more efficient than
manual segmentation.

The motivation behind developing our system was to be able
to automatically detect possible cysts and malignant lesions.
Since cysts are typically “anechoic” and malignant lesions are

“markedly hypoechoic” we were able to use intensity charac-
teristics to discriminate these structures from subcutaneous fat
and glandular tissue. However, Leucht [15] and Stavroset al.
[9] state that some benign lesions can be hyperechoic and with
no internal echoes. Hence, if one of these lesions is embedded
in fatty tissue the algorithm may not be able to detect it. A pos-
sible way of detecting these lesions could be to separately model
their intensity and texture characteristics. The algorithm could
then look for benign lesions separately and cysts and malignant
tumors separately.

We are currently in the process of collecting breast sonograms
from over 1000 patients. We believe that with some more vali-
dation, our system can serve as a second reader to radiologists,
and help provide significant savings in time and effort. In future
work, we are looking to combine the result of our segmentation
algorithm with a feature extractor in order to automatically clas-
sify lesions as benign, cystic or malignant.
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